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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two tasks that can be performed by using computer
vision? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Translate text between languages.
B. Predict stock prices.
C. Detect brands in an image.
D. Detect the color scheme in an image
E. Extract key phrases.
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
Explanation
B: Azure's Computer Vision service gives you access to advanced
algorithms that process images and return information based on
the visual features you're interested in. For example, Computer
Vision can determine whether an image contains adult content,
find specific brands or objects, or find human faces.

E: Computer Vision includes Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
capabilities. You can use the new Read API to extract printed
and handwritten text from images and documents. It uses the
latest models and works with text on a variety of surfaces and
backgrounds. These include receipts, posters, business cards,
letters, and whiteboards. The two OCR APIs support extracting
printed text in several languages.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/compu
ter-vision/overview

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements are CORRECT about the instant
conference service in U1900? (Multiple Choice)
A. Users with Advanced or higher privilege has the instant
conference service enabled by default.
B. Users with Normal or higher privilege has the instant
conference service enabled by default.
C. The instant conference service is enabled for all uses by
default.
D. All the internal users can be invited.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to provision the resources in Azure to support the
virtual machine that will be migrated from the New York office.
What should you include in the solution? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: 10.20.0.0/16
Scenario: The New York office an IP address of 10.0.0.0/16. The
Los Angeles office uses an IP address space of 10.10.0.0/16.
Box 2: Storage (general purpose v1)
Scenario: The New York office has a virtual machine named VM1
that has the vSphere console installed.

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: D
Explanation:
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/global/en_ca/assets/ciscoconnect/20
14/pdfs/policy_defined_segmentation_with_trustsec_rob_bleeker.p
df (slide 25)
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